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Conquer - Kamizelka taktyczna APC plate
carrier - Coyote Brown

Cena 806,97 zł

Dostępność Towar z magazynu producenta. Czas
realizacji 1-2 TYGODNIA

Czas wysyłki 14 dni

Numer katalogowy NZ-BH-CQ-CVAC

Producent Conquer

Opis produktu
APC tactical vest from the Spanish brand Conquer Tactical is designed for expert players who want everything in one package
and do not want to compromise in terms of function and comfort. The acronym APC, "Adaptive Plate Carrier", perfectly
describes the modularity of this vest.

This vest can be adjusted for almost any waist circumference or height, from S to XXXL. Any MOLLE accessories can be
attached to the front, rear and side panels and also plates or inserts can be placed in all that parts (in the package a hard
foam insert in the front and back panel). The vest has a modular padding that you can adjust to your needs and there is also
shoulder padding. The buckle on the left shoulder is also very practical, which makes it easier to put on the vest.

Another interesting feature is the functional emergency quick release, thanks to which you throw away the complete back
panel and thus the entire vest in a second.
The vest is delivered disassembled as standard and must be assembled before first use.

Basic characteristics:
- Cordura 1000D material
- Universal size (S - XXXL)
- Removable padding and shoulder padding
- Easy to put on
- Emergency quick release

Front panel - Space for 3 assault rifle magazines, smaller space for documents and small items, velcro for patches, MOLLE,
space for a plate.

Back panel - Velcro for patches, MOLLE, space for a plate, removable back part (6x bag for 40 mm grenade, 1x large
universal bag 22x10x6 cm, space for water bag, MOLLE). compatible with Conquer back panels C1, C2, C3 and other brands.

Side panels - 2x bag for radio / pistol, MOLLE, space for a plate.
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